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Tax inspection is an important link in tax collection and 
administration, it aims to plug up loopholes of tax collection, crack down 
on unlawful taxation act, readjust and regulate tax order. The independent 
operation time of tax inspection in our country is short compared with 
other countries, it exists limitation in real operation. To solve these 
problems, make tax inspection play a better role, we should reform and 
improve the tax inspection system in our country. The dissertation regards 
tax inspection as object of study, firstly analyses the necessity of 
enhancing the tax inspection in our country, then introduces and 
summarizes the basic characteristics and successful experiences that we 
can draw lesson from of tax inspection in other country. Finally raise 
suggestions on how to improve tax inspection in our country based on the 
problems existing in tax inspection of our country. 
    The dissertation contains five chapters, the main contents list as 
follows. The first chapter is introduction, it points out the background and 
the research thought of the dissertation. In the second chapter, we 
illustrate the necessity of enhancing tax inspection in the new 
circumstance, we firstly introduce the basic type and basic function of tax 
inspection, then analyses the necessity of enhancing tax inspection 
combined with new circumstance, emphasizes that the inspection is an 
important level in tax collection. The third chapter is the analysis and 
reference of tax inspection in other country, introduces the common 
feature of tax inspection in other country, point out the practice that we 
can draw lesson from. The forth chapter introduces the current situation 
of tax inspection in our country. We review the evolution progress and 
current situation of tax inspection in our country, analyses the problem 













raise some suggestion on how to reform and improve tax inspection in 
our country in allusion to the exiting problems.  
    The dissertation combines theory with practice, combines domestic 
with abroad, analyses irrational problems exiting in the tax inspection in 
our country. The problems list as follows: two sets of inspection 
institutions are unreasonable, the inspection institution lacks 
independence, the inspection strength is limited by current law, the 
allocation of inspection resource is unreasonable, we lack standard and 
scientific method in choosing cases, it is hard to restrain and supervise 
free administrative discretion power. At the same time, this paper refers to 
the experiences of developed countries and raise some suggestions on 
how to improve tax inspection in our country. Lastly, we think, to change 
the current situation of tax inspection in our country, we should reform 
current inspection system, establish one level inspection system, integrate 
inspection work administration, regulate execution activities, and 
establish inspection system that make state tax and local tax merge into 
an organic whole, increase efficiency, cut down cost. We also suggest that 
we should establish tax police. Only we establish tax police, can we 
prevent and strike tax unlawful acts. At the same time, we come up some 
suggestions on law guarantee, personnel allocation, internal operation 
system and supervision system of tax inspection in our country. 
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2002 年 5 月新的《中华人民共和国税收征收管理法》实施以来，税务稽查的作
用已越来越显现。2009 年，全国税务稽查部门共检查纳税人 31.3 万户，查补收
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